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EX/P1-20 Potential Profiles in the Central Core of the Cathode in the Star M'Vode Operation in
an Inertial-Electrostatic Fusion Neutron Source

K. Yoshikawa, Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: masudag~iae. kyoto-u. ac.jp

Abstract: In an Inertial-Electrostatic Confinement Fusion (IECF) neutron source based on beam-beam
colliding fusion, reaction rates are exclusively determined by the beam trajectories affected by the beam
space charge-related potential in the center of the hollow cathode. Followed by the successful measurements
of the localized electric fields inside the cathode in the center-spot mode by the laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) method, potential profiles in the star mode, which can produce largest D-D fusion neutrons, are
measured, and compared with the simulation results. Adoption of more electric field-sensitive n = 4 (2S
singlet to 4D) singlet: HeI) transition in the Stark transition shows that the localized electric fields in the
star mode has small electric fields compared with the center-spot mode as theoretical simulation predicts.
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EX/P1-21 Polarization of X-Ray Lines Emitted from Plasma-Focus Discharges; Problems of
Interpretation

L. Jakubowski, The Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Swierk, Poland
Contact: jakubowskicgipj.gov.pl

Abstract: In high current pulse discharges of the Plasma Focus (PF) type, inside the collapsing pinch
column, there are formed local micro-regions of high-density and high-temperature plasma, so-called hot
spots. Individual hot spots are separated in space and time. Each hot spot is characterized by its specific
electron concentration and temperature, as well as by the emission of X-ray lines with different polarization.
W~hen numerous hot spots are produced it is impossible to determine local plasma parameters and to
interpretate the polarization effects. To eliminate this problem this study was devoted to the realization of
P F-type discharges with single hot spot only. It has been achieved by a choice of the electrode configuration,
which facilitated the formation of a single hot spot emitting intense X-ray lines. At the chosen experimental
conditions it was possible to determine local plasma parameters and to demonstrate evident differences in
the polarization of the observed X-ray lines.
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EX/P1-22 Simulation of Heat Loads on Various Plasma Facing Components

S. Saarelma, Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo, Finland
Contact: samuli.saarelma~hut.fi

Abstract: The most critical components of a fusion reactor will be the solid surfaces that come into
contact with the hot fusion plasma. In this work, three important phenomena affecting the heat loads
on plasma facing components are analysed in detall. The heat transport in the SOL-region and the heat
load asymmetry on the divertors in particular were simulated using the orbit following code ASCOT. The
ELIXs are analysed with respect to plasma edge stability changes when moving from the standard H-mode
Type I EL1As to small and benign Type II ELMs. Finally, the hot spot formation in LH-grills is modelled
using PIG-simulations.


